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1)

2)

÷r≠la PrabhupÅda’s vÅœ≠
1)

÷r≠la Bhakti-SiddhÅnta Sarasvat≠ ÂhÅkur.
Voice, melody, words; also “sarasvat≠”, power to express BhagavÅn’s
wisdom.

2)

“I have given many people udvega1), because I was obliged to express akaitava2)
satya-kathÅ3).”
Literally: alarm, agitation; be frightened, take offence at something. Udvega
= sañcÅri-bhÅva 9a, which also necessarily appears where the sañcÅri-bhÅva 9,
i.e. trÅsa, dismay, appears.
2) Akaitava: kaitavam is the conduct of a kitava, i.e. a dishonest person, a
deceiver. Akaitavam is the opposite of kaitavam. In this context, the word
akaitava is used as an adjective. In the ÷r≠mad BhÅgavatam I.1.2 it is said that
the highest dharma is completely free from every form of kaitavam. In his
commentary on this verse, ÷r≠dhara SvÅm≠ explains that kaitavam consists in
kapaÊam, i.e. deceiving conduct, and phala-abhisandhi, i.e. speculation or
interest in the result of one’s own dharma. Under kapaÊam, ÷r≠dhara SvÅm≠
includes the striving for mok„a, i.e. the liberation of the ÅtmÅ. In other words
akaitavam means to be free from any selfish interest in the result of one’s own
actions whatsoever.
3) Satya = true; satyam is truth.
KathÅ = statement, account, description of, etc. Akaitava satya-kathÅ thus
means: a description of reality, which truly corresponds to reality as it
factually is, without any selfish motive, including mok„a.
1)

“Many people have considered me their enemy, for the reason that I have told them
to do Hari’s bhajanam without any form of kapaÊam. I have given many people
many forms of udvega, so that they become unmukha1) to Kr˚„œa-sevÅ, without any
form of kapaÊam, and abandon anyÅbhilÅ„a2) and kapaÊatÅ3).”
Unmukha: facing, with one’s face towards, is the opposite of parÅÙmukha
or bahirmukha, not facing, with one’s face turned away, facing outwards.
2) AnyÅbhilÅ„a: abhilÅ„a = the desire for, to endeavour, to long for; anya =
something else, the other thing etc. …
The meaning is that someone who is unmukha to Kr˚„œa-sevÅ cannot feel any
anyÅbhilÅ„a, i.e. through his Kr˚„œa-sevÅ he does not aim at anything else than
solely Kr˚„œa’s sevÅ.
3) KapaÊatÅ = insincerity, hypocrisy.
1)

2

“What I say today, perhaps you1) will be able to understand this one day in the
future.”
Here PrabhupÅda has those in mind who take offence when they are told to
do Kr˚„œa-sevÅ, abandoning all desire for anything else than Kr˚„œa-sevÅ.
1)

“With the greatest sacrifice and devotion all of you shall proclaim the kathÅ of
Râpa and RaghunÅtha everywhere. This is the highest aim we strive for: to be
pollen at the lotuses1) of the lotus feet of those who are anuga-s2) of ÷r≠ Râpa.”
PrabhupÅda used to explain: “By the lotus feet of my master, I mean anyone
who continually thinks of Kr˚„œa, sings His name etc., for the sake of Kr˚„œa’s
sevÅ, without aparÅdha, i.e. without revolting against Kr˚„œa’s statements
regarding Himself.”
The image of the lotus is used in a double sense:
a) The feet of BhagavÅn and His co-actors are called lotuses because of
their beauty, coolness, tenderness, their enchanting fragrance etc. All
these are qualities of the cit-lotuses of VaikuœÊha. Thus, in this image of
the lotus, there is no comparison whatsoever with a mundane a-cit-lotus.
b) The coolness of such a cit-lotus soothes and mitigates the heat of pain
in the separation from Kr˚„œa, His sevÅ and the sevÅ of the pari„at-s.
The image of the pollen is used because the pollen sticks closely to the
flower.
2) Ga = someone who walks; anuga = someone who walks anu, i.e. in
accordance with. Someone is called anuga when he walks, i.e. behaves, as he
was taught. The correct behaviour of an anuga is called anugati. The abstract
noun of anugati is Ånugatyam. Anugati does not mean imitation, succession,
emulation – by no means – or to tread in someone’s footsteps, i.e. to behave as
the one who walked ahead, but to follow the idea of perfect sevÅ that the latter
is expressing in his sevÅ, that is, to serve the one who walked ahead in
subordination to serve in subordination the one who walked ahead, and
through this sevÅ please BhagavÅn.
1)

“Together, You shall all remain in Ånugatyam of the Å±raya-vigraha1), with the only
aim: tr˚pti2) of the aprÅkr˚ta3) indriyam-s4) of the One, Who solely is advayajñÅnam5).”
Vigraha = form, figure, Å±raya = seat, abode of prema, i.e. the subject,
loving the vi„aya, the object of prema, in prema. The Å±raya-vigraha, the
person and figure of the loving subject corresponds to the vi„aya-vigraha, the
person and figure of the beloved object.
1)
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In this context, Å±raya-vigraha is ÷r≠ RÅdhÅ.
2) Tr˚pti = contentment, satisfaction.
3) A-prÅkr˚ta = that which has not evolved from the three guœa-s of prÅkr˚ti, i.e.
that which consists of sat-cit-Ånanda.
4) In this case, indriyam-s means the senses, including BhagavÅn’s
antaækaraœam.
5) JñÅnam = cit, knowledge – not in the sense of (the result of) methods of
learning, but knowledge (cit) itself.
A-dvaya = a, i.e. without, + dvaya, i.e. a second. “The one who solely is
advaya-jñÅnam”, means BhagavÅn ÷r≠ Kr˚„œa, who is the vi„aya-vigraha, the
only one whose sattÅ, i.e. being, is independent of any other being beyond
Himself. Not only all the other forms of BhagavÅn’s being, like Kr˚„œa’s
prakÅ±a-s, vilÅsa-s, svÅ£±a-s and Åve±a-avatÅra-s, but also the innumerable
ÅtmÅ-s and naturally prÅkr˚ti with all her extensions, owe their sattÅ to the sattÅ
of Kr˚„œa, who alone is advaya. SattÅ, i.e. being, existence [sat + tÅ = state of
being].
In BhÅ. X.14.18 BrahmÅ calls Kr˚„œa “Brahma-advaya”, i.e. “The one without
a second” – the one who is not dependent on any second one or any second
thing beyond Himself – “Brahma” – i.e. endless-great-absolute.
“May you all, in some way, in this anitya1) sa£sÅra2), which in any case will only
last for one or two days, do what is absolutely essential to sustain life solely for the
sake of Hari’s bhajanam.”
A-nitya = not eternal
Sa£sÅra = the directly perceived mundane reality, to which the ÅtmÅ,
through avidyÅ, i.e. ahaÚ-tÅ, = I-consciousness, and mamatÅ, = my- and mineconsciousness, considers himself bound, and for that reason, over and over
again, receives new physical coverings, i.e. births. The meaning is: to
maintain and continue the individual existence as a human being can only be
truly meaningful when Hari’s bhajanam is the only motive.
1)
2)

“Do not ever give up Hari-bhajanam – not in the event of hundreds of vipat-s1),
hundreds of gañjanÅ-s2) and hundreds of lañjanÅ-s3).”
Vipat-s means accidents, obstacles, illnesses etc., everything that threatens
to make Hari-bhajanam impossible.
2) GañjanÅ = contempt.
3) LañjanÅ = abuse.
1)

“Do not become discouraged when you notice that the majority of people in the
world are not prepared to listen to the kathÅ of akaitava Kr˚„œa-sevÅ. Do not give up
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your own bhajanam1), your own sarvasvam2), the ±ravaœam and k≠rtanam of Kr˚„œÅkathÅ.”
Bhajanam = individual method of sevÅ.
2) Sarvasvam = the be-all and end-all.
1)

“Always do Hari-k≠rtanam, knowing yourself to be lower than a blade of grass1),
and enduring everything like a tree2).”
cp. with verse 3 of the ÷ik„Å„Êakam:
“Though being the greatest (regarding property, standing, respect in society,
vidyÅ and bhakti), you shall consider yourself more wretched than a blade of
grass.” [To fulfil its nature even a wretched blade of grass can let itself be
used in the sevÅ for a cow, can contribute to the construction of a house, as a
thatched roof; can directly or indirectly be anukâla, i.e favourable or
contributing to BhagavÅn’s sevÅ. But no one can be served through me, by no
means, and I am not, in any way, anukâla to BhagavÅn’s sevÅ.]
2) “In a twofold way one shall be like a tree, in terms of endurance: A tree
does not complain when it is cut down; a tree does not beg for water even
when it dries up; instead it gives others everything they ask for; it endures heat
and rain, and protects others from it.
Although he is the greatest, a vai„œava shall be without all abhimÅna (pride,
awareness that he is the greatest). He should pay respect to every j≠va, because
he knows the j≠va to be Kr˚„œa’s adhi„ÊhÅnam.” [Adhi„ÊhÅnam = the abode of
the adhi„ÊhÅtÅ.]
1&2
1)

“We cherish the great hope that we will be allowed to offer this deha, resembling a
donkey, as Åhâti1) in the yajña2) of ÷r≠ Kr˚„œa Caitanya’s and His pari„at-s’
saÚk≠rtanam.”
Ähâti means the presentation of an offering as the Deity concerned is being
invocated by mantra-s.
2) Yajña here refers to the yajña in which Agni, the deva of fire, is the
medium, presenting the offering to the Deity.
The meaning is: to let one’s own body be burned up in the sacrificial fire of
saÚk≠rtanam.
1)

“We1) do not desire any kind of karma-v≠ratvam2) or dharma-v≠ratvam3), but our
svarâpam4), our sarvasvam is: in birth after birth, to be a particle of dust on the
lotus feet of ÷r≠ Râpa Prabhu.”
1)

In refutation of any possible objection being put forward, PrabhupÅda here
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retorts: In other words, do you intend to become a v≠ra, i.e. a hero who
devotes himself to the sacrificial fire of saÚk≠rtana?
2) V≠ratvam = heroic sacrifice. Karma-v≠ratvam is fulfilment of one’s own
karma to the last extreme.
3) Dharma-v≠ratvam is heroic fulfilment of one’s own dharma, even by
sacrificing one’s own life.
4) Svarâpam = original, innermost nature of one’s own person.
“You should keep the vow of preaching Bhakti-Vinoda’s3) mano’bh≠„Êham2) with
even greater enthusiasm, so that the currents of bhakti-vinoda (Bhakti Vinoda)1)
will never be blocked.”
Bhakti-vinoda here means vinoda, i.e. joy of bhakti or the joy-giving bhakti.
PrabhupÅda probably also has ÂhÅkura Bhakti-Vinoda, his father, in mind,
who in the second half of the 19:th century proclaimed anew the nature of
bhakti the way ÷r≠ Kr˚„œa-Caitanya taught it.
2) Mano’bh≠„Êham: That which someone considers to be the most important
desire in his manaæ or heart. (manaæ + abh≠„Êha)
3) Here, Bhakti-Vinoda is the name of ÷r≠la PrabhupÅda’s father.
1)

“There are many of you who are worthy and capable. We do not know any other
desire – the only thing we say, over and over again, is (in sa£skr˚tam): ‘Taking a
blade of grass between my teeth, over and over again, I pray for this: from birth to
birth, may I be a pollen at the lotus feet of ÷r≠madrâpa’.
As long as we are in sa£sÅra, there are many kinds of difficulties, but it is not our
prayojanam1) to be diverted from our goal by these difficulties, and be overcome by
them, nor it is our goal to make special efforts to remove these difficulties.”
Prayojanam = “that, for which one exerts oneself”; the goal.
There are three tattvam-s or principles:
a) The sambandha, the principle, through which samyak, in the right and
proper way, (something) is badhyate, being kept together. The sambandha
between BhagavÅn and world, ÅtmÅ and world, BhagavÅn and ÅtmÅ is Kr˚„œa.
Every form of sÅdhanam presupposes perfectly clear sambandha-jñÅnam.
b) The abhideyam, i.e. the method which leads to the goal.
c) The prayojanam, i.e. the pra = prakr˚„Êa, i.e. excellent, noble, yojanam, i.e.
bringing together, which takes place when one has reached the goal.
In the case of bhakti-yoga bhakti is the abhideyam and prema the prayojanam.
1)

“The following is absolutely indispensable: At this very moment, in the present
circumstances, we have to make clear what it is we would like to achieve if all
these difficulties were removed; in other words: what is the substance of our nitya-
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j≠vanam1)?”
Nitya-j≠vanam is the kind of j≠vanam or manner of living that is nitya, i.e.
eternal, and thus remains the same for every form of existence and for the
ÅtmÅ, whether be it in an acit-covering or not.
1)

“Above all, it is most essential that we reach a clear, twofold decision: What we are
hankering for, and what we are not hankering for, of all the different kinds of
things from which Åkar„aœam1) and vikar„aœam2) are emanating.”
1)
2)

Åkar„aœam = attraction.
vikar„aœam = repulsion.

“To the extent that we withdraw even the slightest from the lotus feet of Kr˚„œa, we
will be attracted by the prevailing Åkar„aœam and vikar„aœam. The kathÅ of the rasa
of Kr˚„œa-sevÅ will only be known to those who have completely overcome the
Åkar„aœam and vikar„aœam of this world and who are Åkr˚„Êa2) to the aprÅkr˚ta
nÅma1).”
The nÅma = that name of BhagavÅn, which is completely identical with
BhagavÅn Himself.
2) Åkr˚„Êa = Å + kr˚„Êa, i.e. intensely, powerfully attracted.
1)

“At first, Kr˚„œa-kathÅ is startling and perplexing. Every human being is fighting,
more or less, consciously or unconsciously, to eliminate everything – among the
things that may approach us – that forms an obstacle2) to anubhâti1) of our nityaprayojanam.3)”
Anubhâti = true, living knowledge.
BÅdhÅ = obstacle. The following is to be noted: Wherever Kr˚„œa stands in
the centre of one’s consciousness, everything, as it were, becomes RÅdhÅ, i.e.
the sa£vit- and hlÅdin≠-±akti, whose highest fulfilment is in RÅdhÅ, makes the
world transparent. Whenever, instead of Kr˚„œa, one’s own empirical ego
stands in the centre, the whole world, including one’s own ego, becomes
bÅdhÅ, i.e. obstacle.
3) The purport is: The real nature of the ÅtmÅ, corresponding to his cit-nature,
is to know himself, in sevÅ, to be an infinitesimal (aœu) spark of BhagavÅn,
belonging to Him. This awareness and this sevÅ are Ånanda = joy. The ÅtmÅ
who is turned away from God, and not interested in BhagavÅn’s sevÅ, but in
bhoga, i.e. experiencing the mÅyÅ-world, gets a mortal frame covering
consisting of the guœa-s of mÅyÅ, with which he identifies himself. Even then
his striving for Ånanda continues, but he looks for this Ånanda where it can
1)
2)
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never be found. Completely in vain, he endeavours to obtain happiness in the
world through elimination of the difficulties standing in the way of his bhoga,
and does not know that what he really strives for is the bliss of sevÅ. The
ÅtmÅ, turned away from God, in spite of all his striving for safety of existence
and happiness in this life, and undertaking immense efforts to overcome all
difficulties, is actually striving for the Ånanda of BhagavÅn’s sevÅ. However,
the natural tendency of the ÅtmÅ towards BhagavÅn’s sevÅ will not begin to
develop until the moment, when – through saÙga, i.e. deeply intimate
association with bhakta-s – vÅsanÅ-s for sevÅ have arisen. Then he will no
longer strive for the elimination of the difficulties standing in the way of his
bhoga, but only for the best possible elimination of the obstacles standing in
the way of his sevÅ.
“Our one and only prayojanam consists in the fact that – after crossing the
dvandvam1) – we will come to the realm of exactly this nitya-prayojanam.”
1)

Dvandvam = pair of opposites, namely Åkar„aœam and vikar„aœam.

“We neither have anurÅga1) nor virÅga2) for anyone in this world.”
AnurÅga = love, affection, sympathy.
2) VirÅga = antipathy, absence of affection and sympathy.
1)

“All things and all connections of this world are exclusively transitory. For
everyone exists the unavoidable prayojan≠yatÅ1) of this highest prayojanam2).”
Prayojan≠yatÅ = necessity.
Namely the goal, which consists in the realization of the sevÅ-connection to
BhagavÅn.
1)
2)

“May all of you attain the adhikÅra1) to the sevÅ of the mâla2)-a±raya-vigraha, in
that you all have this one and only motive3) and all strive in the same direction!”
AdhikÅra = inner capability and eligibility.
2) Mâla = Ådi, i.e. root, basis, foundation. RÅdhÅ is the mâla-Å±raya-vigraha.
Rukmiœ≠, Lak„m≠, S≠tÅ etc. are also Å±raya-vigraha-s, but not mâlÅ, as they are
RÅdhÅ’s vilÅsa-s, a£±a-s etc.
3) I.e. the attainment of this highest prayojanam.
1)

“May the stream of thoughts of ÷r≠ Râpa’s anuga-s powerfully flow into the world!
Oh, may we never at any moment and under any circumstances show antipathy or
lack of interest in the seven-tounged1) ÷r≠-Kr˚„œa-saÚk≠rtana-yajña.”
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1)

The proper offer has seven tongues of flame.

“When we will have one-pointed2), ever increasing anurÅga for this1), then the
siddhi3) of all artha-s4) will be bestowed on us.”
For this yajña.
EkÅnta, literally eka + anta, i.e. one + end, point, that in which something
will find its exclusive, final completion.
3) Siddhi = attainment, fulfilment.
4) Artha = that, for which you strive; goal.
1)
2)

“In ekÅnta-Ånugatyam of ÷r≠-Râpa’s anuga-s, and with greatest enthusiasm and
fearless voice, preach the kathÅ of ÷r≠-Râpa-RaghunÅtha!”
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